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Abstract: Gravitational processes on inaccessible cliffs, especially in coastal areas, are difficult to
study in detail with only in situ techniques. This difficulty can be overcome by the complementary
application of remote sensing methods. This work focuses on an active complex landslide affecting
the slope of the Tazones Lighthouse (Cantabrian coast, North Iberian Peninsula), which has been
monitored since June 2018. The aim of this research is to establish a conceptual model of the
internal structure of the slope. A remote multitechnique approach was applied, including landscape
deformation analysis from photogrammetric surveys, ground motion detection applying A-DInSAR
techniques and Sentinel-1 satellite data, and electrical resistivity tomography. The obtained results
showed the great potential of some of the remote techniques, such as UAV photogrammetry and
electrical tomography, and the ineffectiveness of others, such as A-DInSAR, which failed to provide
adequate results due to the profuse vegetation. This work made it possible to establish a geological
model of the functioning of the slope of the Tazones Lighthouse and to deduce the surface extent of
the destabilized mass (70,750 m2), the rupture surface shape (stepped), its in-depth extent (10–50 m),
the volume of materials involved (~3,550,000 m3) and the type of landslide (complex including a
predominant translational slide). The combination of field and remote sensing data significantly
increased the possibility of reaching a comprehensive geological interpretation of landslides on
rocky coasts.

Keywords: cliff; rocky coast; Cantabrian coast; UAV; photogrammetric surveys; A-DInSAR; electrical
tomography; geological model

1. Introduction

The Earth’s surface is constantly undergoing major geomorphological changes, both
spatially and temporally, which are mainly linked to the sensitivity of the relief to anthro-
pogenic and climatic changes [1,2]. This is especially relevant in the context of the global
change our planet has been facing in recent decades [3]. Many of the landslides caused
by natural causes are among the processes associated with global change and involve the
movement of land masses from the highest to the lowest part of slopes, sometimes reaching
volumes higher than 108 m3, in which case they are termed “Giant Landslides” [4]. The
rates of landform erosion due to these processes range between 2.65 and 5.17 mm yr−1 at
watershed scale [5]. Furthermore, these processes pose a hazard to human settlements, the
evaluation of which involves the creation of maps and predictive models. For this purpose,
geomorphological criteria and mathematical modelling are used at a cartographic scale,
while multidisciplinary studies and continuous monitoring are needed at a detailed scale
(discrete landslides) [6]. Remote sensing techniques are crucial for studying landslides and
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establishing the susceptibility of the terrain to these processes [7] and other gravitational
phenomena, such as subsidence [8].

In the case of active slopes, it is critical to establish the geometry of the landslides,
determining not only their spatial distribution at the surface and shallow depths, but also
the position of the rupture surface at depth, which is a challenging task. It is essential to
establish the foreseeable evolution of mass movement in the future and to estimate the
volume of material that can be mobilized [9]. With the aid of this information, predictive
risk and susceptibility analysis models can be constructed as a basis for taking the necessary
measures to prevent damage. On accessible slopes, the combination of monitoring tech-
niques and field work with remote sensing permits systematic predictive analysis [10,11].
However, in inaccessible areas, the use of remote sensing becomes a key tool to establish the
spatial distribution, the three-dimensional geometry in depth and the temporal evolution
of mass movements.

A particular case of inaccessible slopes affected by active gravity processes are coastal
cliffs, where a complex interaction between marine and subaerial processes occurs. This
leads to marine scour of the cliff base and different gravity processes, all leading to the
progressive inland retreat of the coastline. The retreat rate is conditioned by multiple
factors, but global data reveal that the main drivers are associated with the properties of
bedrock and its strength. In fact, in different cliffs around the world, average values of
erosion reach 2.9 cm yr−1 for hard rocks, 10 cm yr−1 for medium rocks and 23 cm yr−1 for
weak rocks [12]. Coastline retreat along cliff coasts is one of the major global problems
affecting densely populated coastal areas. Moreover, recent works show that cliff retreat has
experienced an acceleration in recent years: for example, in Great Britain, values between
2–6 cm yr−1 prevailed for most of the Holocene and contrast dramatically with historical
records of rapid retreat at 22–32 cm yr−1 at the same sites during the last 150 years [13].
However, cliff retreat rates are not necessarily regular over time. They could experience
sudden recession episodes due to the occurrence of voluminous landslides, potentially able
to produce tsunamis [14].

Considering that topographic and accessibility factors usually limit the development
of systematic in situ studies of unstable coastal cliffs, remote sensing techniques are essen-
tial for monitoring cliff retreat rates and evaluating their stability and potential impact on
threatened coastal communities. The Cantabrian coast (North Iberian Peninsula) is emi-
nently rocky [15], and, in some specific stretches, retreat rates of more than 2 m yr−1 have
been recorded over the last 15 years [16]. This work focuses on the unstable Tazones Light-
house cliff, located on the Cantabrian Coast where an active c. 70,000 m2 complex landslide
has been systematically monitored since June 2018 [17]. Slope movement presumably takes
place through a combination of translation and sliding mechanisms strongly influenced by
bedrock discontinuities, but some important questions remain unsolved. These include
the internal structure and the in-depth location of the rupture surface, which are crucial to
estimate the volume of displaced material. In this work, we aim to establish a conceptual
model of the internal structure of the Tazones Lighthouse slope by applying a combination
of remote sensing techniques to a previously known environment, studied on the surface
and characterized by means of geomorphological mapping and geomatic criteria.

As we will show, our main conclusions suggest that (1) unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
photogrammetry and geophysics provide good results, unlike A-DInSAR techniques, which
require the installation of passive reflectors; and (2) the integration of remotely sensed
data and those previously collected through in situ fieldwork make it possible to obtain a
coherent model of the functioning of the slope at depth.

Settings of Study Area

The study area is a 700 m long stretch of the Cantabrian coast facing north and east
(Figure 1). In this area, geomorphological activity was detected due to gravity processes that
caused the appearance of several cracks inland. This led to the destruction of a restaurant
located 150 m from the coast and increased activity of falling debris and blocks on the front
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of the cliff. The area was monitored by field work and UAV photogrammetric surveys
between June 2018 and May 2020 [17]. A set of complex movements have developed
affecting the Jurassic bedrock of the Lastres Formation [18,19], a multilayer sandstone
and marl dipping 14–17◦ north (towards the sea), which is affected by two families of
joints (J1: 166/75; J2: 85/89; [17]) and multiple fault systems (NE-SW, NW-SE, E-W and
NNW-SSE; [20]). This deltaic formation displays frequent changes in lateral facies and
strata thickness. Previous works refer to old jet mining works in the surroundings [21–23],
but no clear signs of mining were found in the field before, despite the fact that manual
cores were extracted in one of the areas where archaeologists referred to the presence of old
mining activity [17,24].
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Figure 1. (a) Location of the study area in the North of Spain. (b) Lithology [25] and main geo-
morphological aspects of the study area (M, marine; F, fluvial; P, polygenic; G, gravity). Terrain
model: LIDAR-PNOA 2012 CC-BY 4.0scne.es. UTM coordinates ETRS89 30T. (c) Location of the
electrical tomography lines, markers and main cracks in the surroundings of the Tazones Lighthouse.
Background image: OrtoPNOA 2017 CC-BY 4.0 scne.es.

Various research techniques have been applied in the area, including structural and
geomatic measurements by total station and remote sensing, which have made it possible
to establish a 4D model of the evolution of the slope [17]. The first two years of monitoring
of the 38 installed marker points (Figure 1) showed that, spatially, the movement is strongly
influenced by lithology/rock structure (S0, J1, and J2) and, temporally, by rainfall/soil
moisture and/or storm swell [17].

However, one of the remaining challenges in the characterization of the Tazones
Lighthouse slope is the analysis of the internal structure and the exact depth of the rupture
surface. As shown below, the combination of different remote sensing techniques has made
it possible to achieve this objective, providing a solid basis for assessing both the degree
of stability of the slope and the volume of material that can be mobilized if, in extreme
circumstances, a sudden landslide event occurs.

2. Materials and Methods

The methodology of this study is based on a multitechnique approach and include the
following tasks, which are described in detail below: (i) analysis of landscape deformations
from photogrammetric surveys; (ii) ground motion detection, applying A-DInSAR tech-
niques and Sentinel-1 satellite data; (iii) realization of electrical resistivity tomography lines;
and (iv) geological and geomorphological interpretation of the Tazones Lighthouse slope.
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2.1. Analysis of Landscape Deformations from Photogrammetric Surveys

The photogrammetric surveys were performed with a quadcopter Icom3D Cárabo S3,
equipped with a Sony α5100 camera (24.3 Mpx CMOS sensor and pixel size of 4 µm) and
Sony E 20 mm f/2.8 prime lens. The APS-C size sensor (23.5 × 15.6 mm) involves a 30 mm
equivalent focal length for a full-frame sensor. The aerial surveys took place on 17 Novem-
ber 2018, and 29 November 2019, and flight planning was carried out using UAV-GeoFlip
software. The coordinates of the ground control points (GCP), nine permanent sites dis-
tributed throughout the study area (16 hm2), were measured using Topcon GR-3 receivers
linked to the Spanish GNSS Reference Stations Network (ERGNSS) of the Spanish Na-
tional Geographic Institute (permanent station XIX1; 5◦41′54.15187′′W/43◦33′28.94305′′N
coordinates) [26]. The observation method was approached with a fixed receiver at the
AUX301 control point (static GNSS permanent station XIX1, 6 h), and a mobile receiver
at the other GCP (rapid static GNSS) (Tables S1–S4; Figures S1 and S2). Achieving the
correct exposure, image quality and sharpness during photographic acquisition involved
a fixed shutter speed (1/800 s), medium apertures (f/5.6 and 6.3), and a maximum ISO
limited to 800. The average flight height for both surveys was 117 m above ground level.
The drone flights provided 167 images in 2018 and 162 in 2019 (6000 × 4000 px), ensuring
a ground resolution close to 2.2 cm/px, and almost 1.6 hm2 of average ground coverage
per photograph.

Photogrammetric processing was addressed using Agisoft Metashape Professional
(v. 1.5.2), a well-known software that is also widely used in coastal studies e.g., [27–29].
This produced for each aerial survey a 3D textured point cloud (RGB) with an average of
34 million points, providing a data density of 220 points/m2; a digital surface model (DSM)
with a 9 cm/px resolution; and an orthophoto with 2.5 cm of ground sample distance (GSD)
(Figures S3 and S4). The GNSS positioning of checkpoints using the receivers provided the
estimation of errors. The root-mean-squared error remained below 2.9 cm in both flights
(in X, Y), and averaged 2.48 cm for Z (Table 1).

Table 1. Estimated RMSE (cm) at ground control points and check points.

2018 2019

GCP (9) CP (12) GCP (8) CP (7)

X 0.028 1.445 0.528 2.863
Y 0.061 1.604 0.711 2.761
Z 0.014 3.438 0.341 1.538

The investigation on ground deformations was based on the comparative analysis of
the geomatic products available at different dates. In 3D, it involved calculating the dis-
tances between clouds using the Multiscale Model to Model Cloud Comparison algorithm
(M3C2), a plugin implemented in Cloud Compare software (v. 2.12). This tool offers a
robust way of obtaining distances using the local roughness of surfaces to estimate uncer-
tainty and makes it possible to differentiate significant changes [30], which demonstrates
its usefulness studying coastal areas e.g., [31,32].

2.2. Ground Motion Detection Applying A-DInSAR Techniques and Sentinel-1 Satellite Data

Advanced differential synthetic aperture radar interferometry (A-DInSAR) techniques
have been applied to detect ground motion. Available SAR data consisted of 113 IW-
SLC SAR images acquired by Sentinel-1A/B satellite in C-Band (5.5 cm wavelength) and
descending orbit, from 4 January 2018, to 5 February 2020 (Table 2). Two different ap-
proaches have been used for A-DInSAR processing: (i) PSIG chain [33,34], which is based
on the method of Persistent Scatterer Interferometry [35,36] and (ii) P-SBAS processing
service [37–39], available at the GEP [40,41]. Resolution of PSIG results is 14 × 4 m, while
P-SBAS resolution is 90 × 90 m.
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Table 2. Main acquisition parameters of the SAR satellite dataset used.

Satellite Sentinel-1

Sensor A/B
Band C

Wavelength 5.55 cm
Acquisition mode Interferometric Wide

Polarization VV
SAR product Single Look Complex

Acquisition orbit Descending
Temporal period 1 April 2018–2 May 2020

Revisit period 6–12 days
Resolution 14 × 4 m

Incidence angle 39◦

Track 154
Number of SAR images 113

A-DInSAR procedure consisted of the usual next steps: (i) co-registration of SAR images
and generation of wrapped interferograms; (ii) estimation of residual topographic errors
and line-of-sight (LOS) mean velocity over a network of points (PS) according to amplitude
or coherence threshold criteria; (iii) interferogram phase unwrapping and assessment of
deformation time series; (iv) estimation and filtering of atmospheric components; and
(v) geocoding and implementation of LOS mean deformation velocity map (mm yr−1) and
deformation time series (mm) in a geographic information system (QGIS software, v. 3.16).

2.3. Electrical Resistivity Tomography Lines

The resistivity study was developed on 13 August 2019, in the surroundings of the
Tazones Lighthouse, along two lines covering the area with the highest density of cracks
(Figure 1c): line 1 (L1), with a length of 210 m and an orientation of N55◦E, and line 2 (L2),
with a length of 207 m and an orientation of N10◦E. The positions of both lines, including
both terrain with evidence of instability and, a priori, stable terrain, were perpendicular
to the main detected cracks. The lengths of the lines were conditioned by the inacces-
sibility due to the steep terrain and the high density of vegetation. Electrical resistivity
tomography (ERT) acquisition was performed with an IRIS Syscal Junior Switch 72 system
and electrodes spaced 3 m apart. The dipole–dipole and Wenner–Schlumberger arrays
were developed on both lines. Both types of data were merged and inverted (with an
algorithm based on a robust inversion) at the same time to improve the accuracy and
stability of the resistivity sections. Resistivity sections were calculated considering the
most reliable data acquired in the field. Calculations on lines 1 and 2 were based on 1190
and 1312 apparent resistivity measures, respectively. Root-mean-squared error between
observed and calculated apparent resistivity was 12.05% for L1 and 16.39% for L2.

2.4. Geomorphological Mapping and Geological Interpretation of the Tazones Lighthouse Slope

Geomorphological mapping was performed through fieldwork and photointerpreta-
tion of the two photogrammetric surveys with UAV. The technical details of the aircraft
are given in Section 2.1. Elevation point clouds of both flights were used to derive digital
surface and digital hillshade models of the terrain surface (no vegetation filtering was
applied). Using the information of both photogrammetric surveys, we mapped the location
of cracks, the limits of the landslide area and the trace of four strata which can be easily
identified in both flights to track if they remain still, or if they shift with time.

Two topographic sections were completed using the digital elevation model informa-
tion based on the UAV point cloud taken in 2019. Both sections follow the geophysical lines
surveyed in 2018, L1 and L2, extending them to the cliff foot. The geophysical resistivity
models obtained for both lines were projected into their respective positions in the 2019 to-
pographic profiles to support the geological interpretation of the structure. Additionally,
the three families of discontinuities surveyed in the field (S0: 2/14; J1: 166/75; J2: 85/89 [17])
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were projected in the area not covered by the geophysical survey, considering a random
spacing based on the data taken from the geomechanical stations [17]. As sections are
not necessarily normal to the strike of these discontinuities, the apparent dip angles were
calculated using an alignment diagram [42].

3. Results
3.1. Analysis of Landscape Deformations from Photogrammetric Surveys

The comparison of the point clouds using the M3C2 algorithm reveals that 94% of the
studied area underwent changes that the software considers significant (Figure 2a). The
remaining 6% corresponds mainly to the area with the tallest trees. It also includes the
N end of the mass movement, a small land mobilization in the central-eastern part of the
study area, and isolated patches of the N–S oriented cliff located in the SE. However, the
forested area, with trees between 10 and 18 m high, is not representative for studying the
mass movement as it does not provide direct information on the ground surface. This area
with trees and shrubs was mapped from the orthoimages and digital surface models in order
to extract it from the point cloud comparison. Thus, the total comparison area is 5.5 hm2.
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The M3C2 distance measurements (calculated prioritizing the z-axis), detect both
rises and falls in topographic elevation between the 2018 and 2019 flights (Figure 2b). The
extreme values in each case are +4.8 and −4.7 m, and the average is −0.1 m. However,
through field observations, it was estimated that a range of ±30 cm may be due to changes
in height of herbaceous vegetation, and that their movement may cause uncertainties
for photogrammetric reconstruction. This represents 60% of the investigated area, from
which, therefore, no conclusions on slope dynamics can be drawn. The most relevant
changes between the two point clouds lead to differentiating two zones according to the
predominance of positive and negative distances.

The distances associated with topographic collapse reach an extension of 1.26 hm2 and
are mainly concentrated along the southern edge of the wooded area. The range from−1 to
−3 m represents 11.6% of the total area studied, and mostly corresponds to two elongated
depressions in a NNW–SSE direction, with M3C2 distances varying between −0.8 and
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−2.7 m along their axes. Downward displacements greater than −3 m were only obtained
in 0.9% of the territory. On the other hand, the main positive distance values are found in
the northern perimeter, bordering the mass movement front. Very occasionally (0.5% of
the total area), at the northern end of the slope where a rocky block collapsed, they exceed
3 m but most of the calculated positive distances are between 30 cm and 2 m (15% of the
studied area).

3.2. Ground Motion Detection Applying A-DInSAR Techniques and Sentinel-1 Satellite Data

We obtained two LOS mean deformation velocity maps (mm yr−1) by means of PSIG
software and P-SBAS processing from GEP (Figure 3). The PSIG approach allowed us to
obtain 331 PS, with LOS ground deformation velocities between −5.3 and 8.5 mm yr−1,
265 of which have a velocity between −2.5 and 2.5 mm yr−1 (80.1%) (Figure 3a). In the case
of P-SBAS, only 20 PS were measured, for which the LOS mean velocities range between
−3.7 and 2.9 mm yr−1 (Figure 3b). All detected PS are outside the Tazones landslide area;
thus, the area cannot be monitored by A-DInSAR techniques. This can be due to (i) the
high complexity of this predominantly forested area and the absence of adequate natural
reflectors, and (ii) a mass movement velocity that is too fast to be detected by means of
A-DInSAR techniques. Even so, PSIG procedure substantially improves the obtained results
with respect to P-SBAS processing, due to the high degree of manipulation and control
of processing parameters along the whole PSIG chain and the large difference of spatial
resolution between the two software.
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Figure 3. Tazones Lighthouse area LOS mean deformation velocity maps (mm yr−1). UTM coordi-
nates referenced to ETRS89 30T. (a) LOS velocity map obtained by PSIG approach (pixel resolution:
14 × 4 m); (b) LOS velocity map obtained by P-SBAS processing of GEP service (pixel resolution:
90 × 90 m). OrtoPNOA 2017 CC-BY 4.0 scne.es.
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The PSIG LOS mean deformation velocity map (Figure 3a) revealed that Villar village
and the Tazones Lighthouse building area are both stable zones, with LOS rate velocities
varying between −5.2 and 4.4 mm yr−1. Hence, these areas can be considered outside the
limits of the Tazones landslide area. The PS with deformations, with LOS velocities below
−2.5 and over 2.5 mm yr−1, could be related to different artefacts, such as uncorrected
atmospheric components or topographic and orbital errors. However, south of Tazones
village, there are four PS with LOS velocities of 5 to 8.5 mm yr−1, which could be related to
a landslide incidence (Figure 3a).

3.3. Interpretation of the Electrical Resistivity Tomography Lines

Line 1 displays a 5 to 10 m thick surface level, with relatively high electrical resistivity
values (>400 Ωm), tilted about 9◦ to the northeast (Figure 4a). This level is interrupted
by a high-resistivity anomaly (>9000 Ωm) 125 m away from the origin of the line, which
affects the entire thickness of the level without displacing it. In contrast, between 155 and
165 m, a second interruption is observed, coinciding with a small topographic trench area,
where the high resistivity level achieves 4 to 5 m vertical displacement. At greater depth
and below the high-resistivity uppermost level, a parallel low-resistivity interval (<35 Ωm)
is observed. This level is interrupted by two areas of slightly higher resistivity values
(<40 Ωm) at 115 m and 155 m, in a consistent fashion with the discontinuities described for
the overlying high resistivity level.
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Line 2 shows a distribution of electrical resistivity zones of greater complexity than
Line 1. A high-resistivity (>3000 Ωm) interval of about 10 m thickness is observed between
130 to 195 m from the origin, tilted around 14◦ to the northeast and with increasing
resistivity values (>9000 Ωm) from 155 m onward. As in Line 1, a low-resistivity unit
(<100 Ωm) is observed below the upper high-resistivity unit, which progressively thins
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out southwards. This low-resistivity interval is interrupted by a narrow corridor of higher
resistivity values at 130 m from the origin. To the south, at 95 m from the origin, a vertical
anomaly is observed, recording intermediate resistivity values (180–400 Ωm) that reach
a depth of around 16 m, coinciding with a small topographic trench at the surface. This
discontinuity apparently does not shift the low-resistivity anomaly. Finally, close to the
origin of Line 2, another interval of high resistivity values (>3000 Ωm) can be observed
overlying on top of a low-resistivity interval (<180 Ωm).

Units showing intermediate-to-high resistivity values could correspond to sandstone
intervals of the Lastres Formation, reaching the highest resistivity values (>9000 Ωm) in
zones of enhanced porosity due to intense weathering of sandstone layers [43,44], open
cracks or widespread fractures. In contrast, low-resistivity anomalies are likely related to
either a higher content in clay materials (e.g., marly intervals of the Lastres Formation)
or in humidity. Regarding the subvertical resistivity anomalies that intercept zones of
high and low resistivity values, they could correspond to the development of incipient
cracks preceding the formation of open cracks, since they are consistent with recently
formed topographic depressions. For example, an open crack appeared two years after the
geophysical survey, precisely at the vertical anomaly located at 155 m from the origin in
Line 1, showing a vertical displacement of 2.5 m.

3.4. Geological and Geomorphological Interpretation of the Tazones Lighthouse Slope

Up to 16 cracks were identified based on the hillshade model derived from the UAV
flight of 2018 (Figure 5a). The longest and innermost one is a pair of parallel cracks running
in a NNW–SSE to NW–SE direction, which flank a topographic trench passing right in
between the Tazones lighthouse and the old restaurant. Based on these cracks and the trench
zone, we estimated the limits of the potentially unstable part of the cliff. Therefore, our
working hypothesis assumed that the unstable cliff portion extended from the semi-circular
trench area down to the cliff foot, covering a surface extent of c. 70,922 m2.

The hillshade model derived from the UAV flight of 2019 (Figure 5b) reveals that new
cracks were developing in the uppermost part of the slope. At the western end of the
study area, the new cracks broadened the extent of the unstable zone further inland than
expected in our working hypothesis. To the east, the topographic trench zone remained
stable, and the new cracks are clearly developing closer to the cliff than expected. Towards
the foot of the cliff, we noticed that three of the four stratification traces, identified in the
field and also recognizable in the 2018 and 2019 hillshade models, remain stable (a, b and c
in Figure 5b), while the material on top of layer c undergoes translational sliding according
to Varnes [45]. Thus, the rupture surface is presumably placed at the top of layer c or even
at a higher elevation in the cliff. In contrast, to the north, the rupture surface intersects the
topographic surface at greater depth (closer to the foot of the cliff) since the trace of layer d
slides downslope and even suffers toppling instability processes. Therefore, the unstable
portion of the cliff actually covers a surface extent of 70,750 m2. The gif animation provided
in the Supplementary Material (Video S1) shows that this portion of the slope undergoes
translational sliding, transitioning to flows and topples towards the foot of the cliff.

Regarding the internal structure, Figure 6 shows two topographic sections following
the geophysical tomography of lines 1 and 2, extending both profiles to the north until they
reach the foot of the cliff. The contact between the subhorizontal high- and low-resistivity
anomalies observed in line 1 is consistent with the apparent dipping of the stratification
following the direction of line 1 (about 9◦). The highest resistivity values coincide with an
open crack of 3 m wide and 10 m deep. The discontinuity observed in the high-resistivity
uppermost level, which causes an apparent displacement of c. 5 m, could be explained
as the result of a rupture surface that propagates downward following the J2 joints, for
which the expected apparent dip along Line 1 is 84◦N. At depth, the rupture surface could
be following a combination of S0 and J2 discontinuities until it intercepts the topographic
surface close to the top of layer c, at ~35 m above sea level. (Figures 5b and 6a). Regarding
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the J1 joints, their expected apparent dip along Line 1 is 51◦S, which is consistent with the
presence of toppling processes in layer d (Figure 5b).
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Figure 5. (a) Hillshade digital terrain model created from the 2018 UAV, showing the position
of electrical tomography lines 1 and 2 (top) and the geomorphologic interpretation of the slope,
delimiting the potential extent of the unstable portion of the Tazones Lighthouse slope that defines
our working hypothesis (bottom). The yellow lines indicate the trace of four identifiable sandstone
layers of the Lastres Formation to compare their position over time. (b) Hillshade digital terrain
model created from the 2019 UAV (top) showing its geomorphologic interpretation and the limits of
the area affected by the complex landslide one year later (bottom). Only the trace of layer d shifted
downslope, indicating that the rupture surface daylights close to the foot of the cliff to the west, while
it intercepts the topographic surface at higher elevations to the east (atop layer c).

The second topographic profile follows Line 2 (Figure 6b) and is almost normal to the
strike of the stratification, hence showing its true dip (14◦N). The geologic structure seems
more complex with alternative high- and low-resistivity anomalies that could correspond to
sandstone and marl alternations of the Lastres Formation, and which are locally interrupted
by some discontinuities that cause the vertical displacement of anomalies and do not belong
to the two joint families known in the area (J1 and J2). The slope instability starts 150 m
away from the origin of this profile, where the highest resistivity level is interrupted by
some discontinuities that fit the expected apparent dip of the J1 joints (~73.5◦S) and J2
joints (~86◦N). Similar to Line 1, the rupture surface seems to be controlled by the S0 and J2
discontinuities, intercepting the topographic surface close to the foot of the cliff.
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4. Discussion

Comprehensive monitoring of rocky coastal cliffs has been revealed as one of the
comprehensive ways to understand their medium- to long-term evolution. The different
monitoring methods we applied in the Tazones Lighthouse surroundings uncovered the
topographic changes that took place since June 2018, providing a better understanding of
the limits and internal structure of the unstable area.

Photogrammetric surveys made it possible to establish the areas where the main
deformations of the landscape occurred. Our initial hypothesis was proved to be wrong
in the south-western part of the landslide, as this is an area that did not show significant
displacement during the studied period (Figures 2 and 5). With respect to the results of
cloud-to-cloud comparison, the extreme values are not only very low in percentage, but
also spatially diffuse (Figure 2). They are not concentrated in specific areas, but rather
define a scattered mottling throughout the study area, especially in the wooded area (with
no notable groupings of pixels). Therefore, they are not considered representative values.

The application of A-DInSAR techniques provided inconclusive results, as LOS mean
deformation velocity maps obtained by PSIG and P-SBAS approaches (Figure 3) do not
show the real ground deformation in the Tazones landslide area, which has been revealed
by other in situ and remotely sensed methods. For this reason, we made new tests in
March–May 2020 to improve A-DInSAR results by means of different approaches into
the PSIG chain, such as densification of points and regional processing. None of these
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attempts have improved the results. In urban and densely populated areas, buildings
and infrastructure are suitable reflectors. However, in mountainous, rural and vegetated
areas, it would be necessary to install artificial PCR (passive corner reflectors) or AR (active
reflectors), which would ensure a good response from the SAR signal [46,47]. In the Tazones
Lighthouse Landslide, the installation of this type of device would improve the results
of A-DInSAR and help evaluate the deformation data of the terrain in the landslide area.
This system, boosted with artificial reflectors, has been successfully applied to forested
landslides [48,49].

The geomorphologic interpretation of derived UAV hillshade models allowed us to
refine the actual limits of the Tazones Lighthouse complex landslide and its classification
as a combination of translational slide with minor flow and topple processes near the
base of the cliff, where the rupture surface intercepts the topographic surface between 0
and 35 m above sea level. The geophysical survey provided new insights regarding the
internal structure of the slope instability, which displays low-tilting resistivity anomalies
that are interpreted as sandstone and marl rich strata. These subhorizontal anomalies are
interrupted by low-resistivity vertical anomalies that fit the expected apparent dip of the
two joint families, J1 and J2, which have been controlling the generation of new open cracks
at the surface since 2018 [17]. We interpret that the stratification and J2 are the two main
discontinuities favoring the in-depth propagation of the rupture surface, most likely of
stepped geometry, while J1 clearly favors the topple processes observed at the cliff base.
Therefore, considering its surface extent (70,750 m2) and average thickness (~50 m), the
volume of the Tazones landslide could approach ~3,550,000 m3. In the stable part of the
slope, the area called “filled trench” in Figure 6 shows a local anomaly with high-resistivity
values matching a topographic low that was considered the landslide scar in our initial
hypothesis (Figure 5a). This anomaly does not seem to be associated with any geological
structure, since no vertical displacement is observed in S0. Although there is evidence of
surface change in this area since 1984 [50], the cloud-to-cloud comparison and Video S1
show that this zone has remained stable in recent years. Moreover, the electrical tomography
results could be consistent with anthropogenic origin of this structure, as suggested in
previous works [24], which link this structure to old jet-mining labors. However, the
sediment cores extracted in the filled trench do not provide conclusive evidence to confirm
the jet mining theory [17]. Finally, we observed a couple of additional subvertical anomalies
in Line 2 outside the complex landslide influence that apparently cause a displacement
of the subhorizontal anomalies and do not fit the two families of joints described in the
area. We interpret these as potential faults affecting the Jurassic bedrock. A previous work
grouped faults into two main families, the orientation of which changes depending on
the zone [20]: a NW-SE system that can vary between N040W and N070W and dips over
70◦ mainly to the NE; and a NE-SW system that ranges from N020E to N060E and dips
between 70◦ and 85◦ to the NW.

5. Conclusions

In this work, a combination of remote sensing techniques (UAV, A-DInSAR and
electrical tomography) was applied to understand the internal structure of the active
complex landslide of the Tazones Lighthouse cliff on the Cantabrian coast. These techniques
have proved to be essential to complement the information previously available on the
activity of this landslide obtained by in situ techniques (geomatic monitoring, manual
soundings, hydrogeological, pluviometric, soil moisture and swell data).

UAV and electrical tomography provided important data to reconstruct the internal
geometry of the landslide and to delimit its spatial distribution and depth. However, the
A-DInSAR technique did not yield good results for this site, as it is a sparsely urbanized
area with profuse vegetation and few reflectors.

The conceptual model for the functioning of the slope developed in this work corrobo-
rates the previous findings regarding the influence of the lithological (marl and sandstone
multilayer) and structural (stratification, two systems of joints and faults) factors in the
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genesis and advance of the mass movement. Furthermore, the possible geometry of the
movement was revealed. In particular, the rupture surface is likely placed at 10–50 m depth
and shows a stepped geometry following both the stratification and the two joint families,
daylighting at 0 to 35 m above sea level. This made it possible to classify the movement
from a genetic point of view as a complex movement (with a predominantly translational
slip component, in addition to flow and topple) that mobilizes an estimated volume of
3,550,000 m3.

Electrical resistivity tomography did not only allow us to define the rupture surface
at the top of the slope and to estimate its position at the bottom, but also to find some
anomalies that could be compatible with structures of anthropic origin. Nevertheless, the
most remarkable result is that it revealed the existence of possible new rupture surfaces
consistent with the in-depth extension of the active cracks observed on the surface.

Remote sensing techniques have proven to be crucial to improve the understanding
of the functioning of active geomorphological processes in a coastal area with difficult
access. Their effectiveness was found to be particularly increased when previous data from
detailed in situ studies are available.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/rs14205139/s1, Figure S1. Position of Ground Control Points
(red points) and Check Points (yellow points) on the 2018 flight point cloud. Figure S2. Position
of Ground Control Points (red points) and Check Points (yellow points) on the 2019 flight point
cloud. Figure S3. Orthophoto obtained by 2018 flight. Figure S4. Orthophoto obtained by 2019
flight. Table S1. Coordinates of the Ground Control Points used in the November-2018 flight (GNSS
processing results). Reference system: ETRS89 30N. Orthometric altitude calculated with Geoid
EGM08-REDNAP. Table S2. Coordinates of the Check Points used in the November-2018 flight.
Reference system: ETRS89 30N. Table S3. Coordinates of the Ground Control Points used in the
November-2019 flight (GNSS processing results). Reference system: ETRS89 30N. Orthometric
altitude calculated with Geoid EGM08-REDNAP. Table S4. Coordinates of the Check Points used in
the November-2019 flight. Reference system: ETRS89 30N. Video S1: Gif animation built from the
hillshade digital terrain models obtained from the 2018 and 2019 UAV flights. Its visualisation allows
to observe the changes experienced by the Tazones Lighthouse slope, predominantly translational
sliding, transitioning to flows and topples towards the foot of the cliff.
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